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KEY STATISTICS 

Numbers of small businesses accessing 
funding after March 2020 rose by

 12%         78%

The most common reason  
for small businesses accessing support  

from Business Wales  
has been to recover from  

the pandemic

(25%)

Numbers of small businesses  
who are aware of the  

Development Bank of Wales,  
but do not use its service,  

have risen by 19% since 2018 

Only 

10% 
of small business in Wales have 
sought financial support from the 

Development Bank of Wales

of small businesses  
are aware of the  

Development Bank of Wales 

65%   

Significantly fewer women 

   (51%)  

are aware of the  
Development Bank of Wales   

as compared to men
  

   (70%) 

£
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ACCESS TO FUNDING
We questioned our members on whether they had received public funding.

These figures are relatively disappointing, and lead one to query where Welsh Government tourism 
funding is being spent, and whether the funding is making its way to SMEs or being absorbed by 
larger firms. 

Once the funds are examined it becomes clear why there may be a lack of uptake amongst SMEs 
in Wales. As far as we are aware, there are five main pots of public support for tourism business in 
Wales, these are:

Has your business ever received 
Welsh Government funding?

NO

YES
Yes -

European
Funding

10%

Yes
15%

Yes - from
Business Wales

10%

Yes - from
Finance Wales

5%

Yes - from 
Banc (The 

Development
Bank for Wales)

0.00%
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of small businesses are aware 
of Business Wales 

83%   
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LENGTH OF SEASON
In response to our survey of members, we have established the following patterns:

Of those that do state a “season”, the majority report a season that begins in March or April and 
ends in October or November. That is, the vast majority of their business occurs within a six month 
window during the summer. 

Interestingly, the proportion of respondents’ workforce employed seasonally is smaller than one 
might suppose from the seasonality of work.

Is your
work/business

seasonal?

NO
56%

YES
44%

Roughly what proportion of your employees
are seasonal workers? (Average)

28%
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Of the small businesses who used the Development Bank of Wales

Both Business Wales and the Development Bank of Wales  
are well known and generally viewed favourably by  

small businesses which use them 

The future of business support

The future of small business

The main reason for accessing support was to ‘grow my business’
    (32%)  

or recover from the impact of Covid-19 
  

   (32%) 

of small businesses  
expect to seek  

public sector business support 
in the next two years  

40%   

of small businesses said they 
are likely to seek access to 

finance in the next two years, 
while 40% said they were 

unlikely to do so  

33%   

Small businesses believe the  
top three areas of business support  

that would be most beneficial include:  
• access to skills 

• Covid-19  
• recovery and help to grow

Small business owners believe the  
top three areas FSB Wales  

should campaign on for business support include:
• to become more environmentally sustainable

• Covid-19 recovery
• growing small businesses

The majority of  
small businesses  

hope to grow moderately

(up to 20%) 
per annum to survive

 

Small businesses in  
South East Wales were 
slightly more likely at 

to have growth aspirations 
than North Wales (52%), 
South West Wales (58%) 

and Mid Wales (60%).  
Rural local authorities are 
slightly lower in growth 

aspirations at 55%.  

Only  

28%
of those small businesses 

in the accommodation and 
food service sectors had 
growth aspirations, with  
28% hoping to stay the  
same size, much lower  

than other sectors
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INTRODUCTION 

The Covid-19 pandemic has forced us to think in terms of what we value1. We have all had to 
question what we assign value to, and what we support as things of value to our communities, 
to our economy and to ourselves and our families. It has forced questions on how we best bring 
resources across society to bear on these challenges and encourage imaginative solutions while 
building our economy – and the abilities of our citizens and businesses – to take advantage of 
new opportunities on the horizon.

Economically, the huge shocks of the last few years require support for businesses to 
navigate any recovery, at the time where the business support system and regional economic 
development is in flux following the UK’s exit from the European Union. At the same time,  
the ‘Levelling Up’ agenda and the crisis intervention of the last few years have signalled the  
re-emergence of the state as a key actor in the economy, although the extent to which this will 
remain the case in ‘normal times’ is still uncertain. With historically higher spending per-head than 
other parts of the UK, Wales potentially has much to lose in terms of the move from EU funding 
but change also signals an opportunity to look again at how we deal with many of Wales’s  
long-standing economic issues.

As a result of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, there is a need to rebuild our economy, and in 
the context of climate change to do so in a sustainable way for the long-term that supports and 
incentivises small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in that transition. It is in this shifting 
context that we look at business support and the infrastructure to build up our businesses,  
local communities and shape our economy for the challenges of the future. That is why we have 
canvassed our members on their experiences and aspirations. 

In short, all of this is an opportunity to go back to the drawing board on what business support is, 
what it is meant to do, and how it fits across wider policy areas. In a time of shifting sands,  
it is important to get proper foundations in place. 

Brexit has meant that the whole structure of EU funding is changing in the UK. Advocates noted 
the opportunity that this could lead to a more responsive support system that would drive local 
needs with less bureaucracy and ensure better joined up policy. So far, it is yet to be seen how 
this will happen, but we can assess development so far and point to lessons for the future, 
and where there are opportunities in shaping business support to better ensure these desires 
are met. This work serves as an interim – and necessarily tentative – report on that process to 
date, with the aim of providing constructive ways forward and ensuring the best outcomes and 
opportunities for businesses in Wales. The terrain can now be shaped toward the long-term,  
and should be done with SMEs as the focus, with ‘think small first’ being the principle around 
which to shape the delivery.

Covid-19 led to an unprecedented support for small businesses and employees. This was 
essential for those businesses and an acknowledgement of the value of these businesses in our 
lives, or economy and communities. Outside the pandemic crisis response, for business support 
to succeed and to promote a ‘Levelling Up’ agenda it needs to focus on impact on business 
capacity and capabilities leading to long-term economic development. It is important that we also 
learn from previous mistakes and avoid a focus on short term projects and ‘shiny new things’  
that may have no real impact on local prosperity and the wider community. 

1    Dr Llyr ap Gareth, ‘What We Value: SMEs as the key to rebuilding Wales’ economy and communities’ (FSB: May 2021), 
available at https://www.fsb.org.uk/resource-report/what-we-value.html 
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In 2019, 99.4% of total enterprises active in Wales were small and medium-sized enterprises 
(SMEs), with micro enterprises (0 – 9 employees) accounting for 95.0% of the total. SMEs 
accounted for 62.4% of employment and 37.9% of turnover in 2019 in Wales.2

A system that works for small businesses in Wales must be well funded, and serve the long-
term economic development needs of areas. It must also bring to bear central funding with 
local market knowledge of local partners and be able to stand autonomous from the short-term 
electoral cycle and the accusation of politicisation of funds while addressing real needs. All this, 
while also being accountable for the delivery and performance in pursuing that mission of long-
term small business focused economic development. It needs to gain the trust of disparate actors 
– including governments at different levels – and ultimately provide a lever that helps steer 
towards a prosperous Wales in the future economy. 

This report looks to be a constructive contribution towards this end.

LIST  OF  RECOMMENDATIONS 

General

•  Business Support should be based around the principles of support (whether advice and 
guidance, funding, finance) for 

 •  SME Growth and building the capacity and capabilities of SMEs
 •  Transitioning to net zero
 •  Community and social value

UK Government and the Shared Prosperity and Levelling up Fund in Wales

•  As a matter of urgency, the UK Government should set out its detailed plan for the principles, 
shape, quantum funding and design of the Fund and how this will apply and be implemented 
with partners in Wales, so that there is a clarity and certainty for all stakeholders to plan for the 
years ahead with this vital resource in mind. As things currently stand, it remains uncertain, 
which is untenable and against principles of sound fiscal responsibility and long-term planning 
and economic development.

Welsh Government

•  Welsh Government should pursue an Economic Development Bill for Wales to provide clarity 
and a proactive approach to ‘think small business first’ across Government and between 
governments.

•  An Economic Development Bill should place the small business economy at the centre and as 
the foundation to success across its economic, environmental and social aims. This bill would 
also provide the framework and principles through which to address regulation, tax, skills and 
wider policies through a lens that encourages the growth to address the missing middle in the 
Welsh economy. This should provide the framework for aims and measures across government 
geared toward building small business capacity and capabilities. 

•  Welsh Government should commit to a substantial external consultation with partners as to 
the future design of business support in Wales engaging the voice of recipients of business 
support and those businesses which have not previously sought support to understand need 
and barriers.

•  Welsh Government should assert a pro-business view and take a ‘think small first’ growth 
policy in terms of looking to how we can encourage businesses to grow and look at every step 
to utilise wider policy, business support and resources to build capacity and capabilities to 
achieve this in the long-term. 

2   Welsh Government, ‘Size Analysis of Active Businesses, 2019’ available at https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/statistics-
and-research/2019-12/size-analysis-active-businesses-2019-503.pdf
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Crisis and contingency funding

•  Welsh Government should provide a comprehensive review and economic impact assessment 
and its economic assistance to businesses through different waves of the pandemic.  
 would provide a comparative analysis of the impacts and understanding of how to provide 
plans and delivery mechanisms for contingency and crisis funding in future. It would also 
identify gaps in delivery and methods to address them. 

•  UK and Welsh Government need to look at what measures need to be put in place  
(e.g., through changes such Making Tax Digital) to securely support those groups that were 
unable to access funding during the pandemic, such as self-employed, company directors,  
and freelancers. 

•  This preparation should also be in place for different shocks that may come, from pandemics  
of different types and scale, to flooding risks and environmental impacts. The more the 
economic support for crisis is in place ahead of time, the less need for capacity to address it 
at the time, which is important in a crisis. The contingency planning should be owned by an 
independent body.

Welsh Institutions and the future

•  There should be a thorough review of the remit and role of the legacy institutions and how 
they fit in a new system to drive economic growth, prosperity and business resilience and 
community value, alongside how they fit across governments and with other institutions in the 
business support ecosystem.

•  Whatever the future shape of funding, it is vital that the core business support infrastructure, 
including Business Wales and Development Bank of Wales, is protected and developed 
and placed on a statutory footing with core multiyear funding set out, and viewed as a key 
competitive advantage to Wales’s economic and business development.

•  When determining value-for-money, business support should move beyond simple job 
creation targets towards a broader economic conversation. This could include modernisation, 
decarbonisation targets, productivity gains, capacity and capabilities. FSB have called for 
Business Wales to include an advice line on sustainability and decarbonisation, and the survey 
suggests there is demand for such a service.

•  Welsh Government should develop a strategy for the use of business support and levers to 
build capacity and capabilities in small firms within its Net Zero Strategy, ensuring a small 
business ‘Think small first’ perspective within its decarbonisation agenda, mitigating possible 
disruption and ensuring firms can take advantage of new markets and new opportunities.

•  Business Wales should continue to be the key entry point and one-stop-shop for business 
owners and firms’ needs in any new system and it is able to navigate that system for firms. 
Business Wales’s remit and role should be reviewed to best fit in that system.

•  Governmental support services should not displace services provided through the private 
sector, and intervention should be based on market analysis and working with the private 
sector as appropriate, including addressing where there is market failure.

•  All Government supported enterprise development programmes should also be equality 
impact assessed, to review the impact on protected characteristics at the budgeting, design, 
implementation, monitoring and evaluation stages.

•  Welsh Government and financial institutions should assess the progress made on the  
10 recommendations in the ‘Supporting Entrepreneurial Women in Wales’ report, but with 
particular reference to the recommendation to ‘Improve information on the availability of 
finance for women entrepreneurs and ensure there are no unnecessary restrictions to the 
awarding of finance.’

•  Welsh Government should explore where soft engagement with private providers can  
help with sharing information and engagement on key issues, including areas such as  
carbon auditing.
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Cross Governmental working

•  All levels of government should publicly recognise each others’ legitimate interest in this 
agenda, and each level’s relative strengths to shape an effective business support agenda and 
delivery.

•  There are dangers and risks for SMEs in UK Government bypassing Welsh Government in 
delivery of business support, and also in UK Government not using institutions and structures 
that have worked, retain trust between actors, are regionally based and embedded in 
Wales. We concur with the OCED report, which noted the importance of strong institutions 
and regional based capacity to ensure effective, joined-up business support funding that 
works in the long-term and outside the electoral cycle. We urge that the system is shaped to 
accommodate expertise, local knowledge and institutional advantages that are in place in 
Wales.

•  Under a neutral arbiter (such as the OECD), UK and Welsh Government should hold a 
summit to understand the best governance arrangements for long-term delivery of economic 
development through business support, with a view to providing impartial mechanisms for 
delivery outside day-to-day government business and interference. UK, Welsh and Local 
Government must align on a governance arrangement that: 

 •  Ensures each level has input and shapes policy for strategic ends
 •  Respects established statutory and legislative responsibility 
 •  Provides a clear mix of local knowledge and national capacity
 •  Ensures decision making on projects are made at the level that best suits addressing 

these tripartite needs
 •   Provides regional based capacity, following the footprint based on the Corporate Joint 

Committee (CJCs) and City Deals
 •  Is presided over as a statutory independent arm’s length body with multi-scale 

government represented at the official level, accountable to the relative legislatures
 •   Is backed by an independent evidence and research capability to drive, deliberate 

and shape policy to each Government levels and stakeholders’ needs and economic 
strategy, with equal buy in across each

 •   Builds ‘Think Small First’ into the system and builds all regulation, eligibility criteria and 
business engagement and representation into the system with this in mind

 •  Promotes cross-governmental working for common and clearly articulated ends
 •  Links across and provides a central point of contact to all institutions and business 

support across Wales and UK as necessary, from Business Wales and DBW to 
universities and skills, and Innovate UK and the relative Infrastructure Commissions

 •   This mapping exercise should be made available and public.
 •  Recognises and utilises areas of capacity and capabilities in the legacy funding 

system, such as Business Wales, Development Bank of Wales, Welsh European 
Funding Office and utilises them to build learning and capacity across the system, 
particularly Local Authorities.

•  Business support delivery Institutions should be ‘arm’s length’ from day-to-day political needs 
of government and have the independence to deliver effectively by building trust among 
stakeholders through providing a neutral depoliticised space and central point of contact, 
geared toward long-term local development.

•  Any new system should make good use of expertise and local knowledge embedded in 
institutions, and adapt their roles and remits to the new system accordingly, allowing the 
autonomy to help shape delivery toward local market needs.
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1.  POLICY DRIVERS

Post-Brexit Funding 

The UK has now left the EU and as a result the EU funding geared toward regional development 
will come to an end over the period between now and 2023. 

Business support and regional development was a core part of EU policy in places like Wales. 
Relative to the rest of the UK, Wales has been in receipt of large amounts of EU funding based on 
regional need, which it was particularly dependent on. As such, it is more vulnerable to changes 
to that system and to the delivery mechanisms built to implement that funding.

On the other hand, changes to the structure provide an opportunity to create a less bureaucratic 
and better funding system that serves Wales – and SMEs in Wales’ – needs. 

The UK structure to replace EU funding has been uncertain for too long. At the time of writing, 
the Autumn Spending Review 2021 has provided some detail on funding streams, but the 
particulars of how the whole system will work remains unclear. The UK Government’s ‘Levelling 
Up the United Kingdom’ White Paper 3 has provided an outline of the aims and broad principles 
of the approach, but the detail on how this will be implemented in practice in Wales with partners 
remains unclear. 

This ongoing uncertainty promotes inertia at the decision-making level, making things more 
uncertain for businesses on the ground. The situation does not encourage long-term planning 
or fiscal responsibility for governments, businesses, civil society actors and delivery bodies 
attempting to provide economic strategy and policy. Lack of clarity also risks increasing mistrust 
so all actors should look to be clear in putting forward details of what they wish to achieve, 
making it clearer how they can then work together. 

In changing the funding system, we need to learn from past mistakes and look to a focus on long-
term economic development in Wales. This requires a system that is anchored and certain, brings 
to bear considerable central resources to regional development, provides for local knowledge 
and builds on institutional learning and networks already in play, builds capacity and capabilities, 
and on a shared mission toward economic development in Wales that sits outside short-term 
political agendas and electoral cycles. 

Covid-19 

Covid-19 has disrupted all our lives, and the full implications will take time to understand.

In economic terms, SMEs – and their owners’ livelihoods – were particularly hit by the pandemic 
and many are in an extremely vulnerable position, particularly in certain sectors such as 
hospitality.

It is also the case that businesses received an unprecedented level of support from different 
governments and business recognise governments acted to respond to the sacrifices businesses 
were asked to make to protect our NHS and the health of our citizens and communities. It is 
important to understand that this was not merely an act of state benevolence but was also vital 
to support the foundations of our economy and a recognition of the vital part SMEs play in our 
communities in providing amenities, employment, services and in making our places what they 
are. Indeed, one result of the pandemic was undoubtedly an implicit revaluation of what we value 
in our economic actors, with SMEs providing an important role. 

3   UK Government, ‘Levelling Up the United Kingdom’ (February 2022), available at https://www.gov.uk/government/
publications/levelling-up-the-united-kingdom
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This has been discussed in our ‘What We Value’ report published in May 2021.4 The ways in 
which different tiers of governments were able contribute differently to the delivery of COVID-19 
business support indicates that there are ways to learn from their relative strengths and 
weaknesses in such provision for future systems.

Predicting what will happen next with the virus is difficult – it is possible that the virus remains a 
threat to which we will have to adapt in the long-term. In terms of economic planning, it is prudent 
to plan for the need for adaptation, with a plan to understand the cyclical and seasonal aspects 
of the threat and what this may mean in terms of business support and levers for risk mitigation. 
Adaptation and processes to keep the virus at bay will require financial and advisory support for 
businesses and strong engagement and building trust in those processes. Contingency funding 
for shocks from any variant or new disruptions (including other environmental shocks such as 
flooding) need to be built into the budget and Welsh Government’s crisis response, including 
understanding of the impact and scale of business interventions required in different scenarios.

Decarbonisation and Transitioning Economy to Net Zero

Covid recovery is a clear aim for business support, but it is not enough to return to business as 
usual. It is vital to steer any recovery toward a sustainable recovery – both in terms of building 
resilience capacity and capabilities in SMEs embedded in our communities but also in steering 
the economy towards decarbonisation to ensure we achieve our targets for 2050.

With projections that the potential impact of the transition to Net Zero could be in line with 
the decline of the coal industry in Wales, supporting business through the transition will be 
vital to ensuring a sustainable future. Providing access to finance, building skills for adaptation 
and innovation, with clear guidance and planning to make any necessary adaptations will also 
be necessary. For wider economic development, it is important that the steer is positive and 
pro-business and builds on our competitive advantages, capacity and capabilities as a nation, 
allowing us to take advantage of opportunities and any comparative advantages. 

It is essential that businesses are supported through the transition to Net Zero, safeguarding 
against unmitigated disruption, while moving to a future that is sustainable for businesses and 
our communities. As such, providing steer to the economy through business support intervention 
needs to sit below a wider economic strategy to make and shape markets that can innovate and 
build a strong entrepreneurial business culture in Wales that looks to make a greener Wales a 
more prosperous Wales.

Uncertainty 

One ongoing problem is the impact of all this uncertainty. It may be a cliché to note that 
‘businesses need certainty’ but it remains true, particularly in weathering the current storms. 
Currently, there is uncertainty across the impact on finances through Covid, the continuing impact 
and unintended consequences of Brexit, as well as uncertainty as to how the future funding 
environment and business support infrastructure will work. This also lends itself to policy inertia 
as policy actors are uncertain of their position, responsibilities and vision, including governments 
and businesses as well as civil society actors such as FSB. 

Rather than contributing to inertia and uncertainty, we view ‘shifting sands’ as an opportunity to 
fortify and build new foundations, and to take control of the elements that can be controlled while 
taking into account the wider environment. This report asks what the foundational principles, 
institutional mechanisms and outcomes we seek from business support in Wales are, and how to 
get there. We would suggest that other leaders should look at uncertainty as similarly a place to 
intervene to proactively provide clarity on their approach rather than contribute to further inertia.

4  Dr Llyr ap Gareth, ‘What We Value: SMEs as the key to rebuilding Wales’ economy and communities’ (FSB: May 2021), 
available at https://www.fsb.org.uk/resource-report/what-we-value.html 
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2.  SURVEY DATA:  HOW SMES IN 
WALES USE BUSINESS SUPPORT

To understand how small businesses access and use business support in Wales we conducted a 
short survey. It looked to update our understanding from our previous survey and report in 20185, 
and allow us to look to indications of developments following the huge shock to the system of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, as well as help us look to priorities for the future.

The online survey was conducted on FSB’s behalf, and FSB members were invited to answer a 
questionnaire on business support. The survey was filled by 189 respondents over a period from  
8 November to 24 November 2021. As such it was conducted prior to the Omicron variant. 

How business support was used pre-covid vs during covid – Separating out crisis funding

We asked whether respondents had sought business support from a list of organisations ‘before 
the start of the pandemic (before March 2020)’ and ‘since the start of the pandemic (after March 
2020)’. The aim was to understand if respondents knew the sources of support for Covid and if this 
could be separated from business support as normal. The resulting answers were as follows:

Before March 2020  After March 2020

5   Supporting success: Business support beyond 2020 (FSB Wales:2018) 

Accountant

Business Wales

Bank

Local authority

FSB

Welsh Government

Development Bank of Wales

Solicitor/Lawyer

UK Government

Family

British Business Bank

Enterprise Agencies

Other businesses (e.g., peer 
networks), please specify

None of the above

30%
24%

22%
22%

20%
28%

16%
29%

14%
12%

13%
32%

11%
10%

8%
5%

7%
22%

7%
6%

3%
3%

2%
1%

10%
8%

34%
22%

0  5  10  15  20  25  30  35 40 %

TABLE 1: Access to Business Support before and after 
March 2020
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The first thing to note, is that there is a significant fall in ‘none of the above’ from 34% to 22% 
which is to be expected given the circumstances and dramatic need for more financial support 
resulting from the pandemic.

Significantly, growth in those seeking business support is from sources – Welsh Government, UK 
Government and Local Authorities. While some cannot be delineated clearly, all these institutions 
together reflect the main sources of support for SMEs accurately, whether through furlough, 
bounce back loans, Economic Resilience Fund and through the business rates system.

Use of private providers of support such as accountants and solicitors have fallen in the 
pandemic period. This may be a result of enforced closures and impacts on capacity and 
availability, as well as sources of support being provided elsewhere. 

Private providers of services remain an important network for contact with SMEs, and policy 
makers should look to how to engage constructively with this key network. For example, in 
developing the Welsh Revenue Authority, strong engagement with accountants provided an 
important engagement with the sector (and indirectly with their clients) and built understanding 
of the nascent tax system. A similar approach could be taken across other areas of policy where 
suitable.

Welsh Government should explore where soft engagement with private 
providers can help with sharing information and engagement on key issues, 

including areas such as carbon auditing.

Interestingly, the use of ‘standing’ public institutions for support – Business Wales, Development 
Bank of Wales and British Business Bank – remained static across both periods. This may 
indicate that, while the impact of COVID-19 was a matter of importance in accessing support from 
these sources (as will be seen), they were not seen as main sources for Covid funds per se, but 
as support ‘as usual’. 

Those institutions used for Covid support were far more likely to be helping the business survive 
(as befits crisis funding). While this is also noted across the others and is the highest for all, it is at 
a far lower level than for Bank, Local Authority, Welsh Government and UK Government funding.  
As we shall see when looking in more detail, the other business funding remains more geared to 
help business to grow and provide wider support to build capacity and capabilities. 

UK Government

Welsh Government

Local authority

Bank

22%
7%

32%
13%

29%
16%

28%
20%
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TABLE 2: Institutions with highest growth in use for 
business support after March 2020

After March 2020  Before March 2020
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While obviously of huge import, it is therefore possible to separate crisis funding from the wider 
longer term business support needs, although it stands to reason that without adequate short 
term crisis funding when necessary for business (including wider systems in place for shocks in 
future, including pandemics, but also floods, environmental and other shocks) businesses will 
not survive to aid the recovery. With this separation in mind, we now turn to the business support 
institutions.

Business Wales overview

Given the role Business Wales has played and the questions of its continued existence or capacity 
in the post-EU funding environment, we thought it apposite to look at how the service was regarded.

In terms of recognition, 83% of all respondents were aware of Business Wales. 75% of those who 
had not used the service were aware of its existence. 

This compares favourably with an FSB survey undertaken in 2018 where the recognition was 
72%, indicating that the past few years have had an impact on awareness of the general support 
structure. Business Wales is a well-known part of the furniture for the SME sector, and this visibility 
is strong comparative advantage as a mechanism for development, policy levers and steering 
business to transition to net-zero.

TABLE 3: % of respondents accessing support stating 
reason as ‘it helped me to survive’
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Welsh Government

Development Bank of Wales

Enterprise Agencies 

Accountant
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Other
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THE FUTURE OF BUSINESS SUPPORT 
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The Welsh Government has recently noted the success of Business Wales in creating 25,000 
jobs since 2016 and argued that ‘the creation of the 25,000 jobs in SMEs across Wales via 
the direct support of Business Wales is a clear demonstration of the Welsh Government’s 
commitment to encouraging entrepreneurship and business development in Wales’. While 
we would encourage looking beyond job creation to wider measures this acknowledges the 
importance of Business Wales, and Welsh Government and all parties in the Senedd should 
commit to protecting it.

It is also likely that respondents answer ‘yes’ to the question ‘Have you sought business support 
from Business Wales’s as separate from accessing the website for information (for example, for 
information on funding available during Covid-19 such as the Economic Resilience Fund). 

Of those who used the Business Wales service, 51% were satisfied and 25% dissatisfied, with the 
rest neutral. 

TABLE 4: Reasons for accessing Business Wales 
business support (%)

To recover from the impact of the 
COVID-19 pandemic

Help to grow

Employment advice

Access to skills

Financial advice

Help with regulation

Marketing advice

Help with digital capacity

Help with tenders

Legal advice

To help my business with any  
impact from Brexit

Innovation

Export support

Tax advice

Sustainability or decarbonisation
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25%

17%

15%

14%

10%

5%

5%

3%

2%

0%

0%

12%

12%

12%

12%

%
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TABLE 5: Effect of accessing Business Wales support

The fact that ‘survival’ was the key motivation for support is unsurprising given the role of the 
pandemic over the last two years. Nevertheless, there is a wide range of aims and type of 
support sought, particularly in comparison with other sources of business support identified in the 
previous section. 

Given that business support for decarbonisation rates relatively highly (3rd) in respondents’ 
wishes for future support, it is noticeable that no support has been sought for ‘sustainability 
or decarbonisation’. Our research suggests there is positive sentiment and a will to make a 
difference among SMEs in Wales on climate change, but this is often hampered by a lack of 
knowledge and capacity.6 It is an untapped area and business support should be developed to 
help steer towards the sustainable economy we need to build. 

•  Welsh Government should develop a strategy for the use of business support and levers 
to build capacity and capabilities in small firms within its Net Zero Strategy, ensuring a 
small business ‘Think small first’ perspective within its decarbonisation agenda, mitigating 
possible disruption and ensuring firms can take advantage of new markets and new 
opportunities. FSB have called for Business Wales to include an advice line on sustainability 
and decarbonisation, and the survey suggests there is demand for such a service.

It helped my business to survive

It helped my business to grow

It helped my business to become  
more digital

It helped my business to become  
more productive

It helped my business to become  
more innovative

It helped my business be safe (e.g., 
general health and safety; implementing 
COVID-19 safety measures such as social 
distancing)

It helped my business become more 
environmentally sustainable

It helped my business to improve  
employee support
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32%

17%

17%

15%

10%

10%

7%

5%

%

6   As well as the data in this survey, our comprehensive survey for our 2021 report ‘What We Value’ found that 73% of 
SME owners agreed that ‘Small businesses have a responsibility to help achieve climate change targets’, but only 24% 
agreed with the statement ‘I feel I know enough about the Welsh government policy on the environment to know how it 
will impact on my business’. 
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Development Bank overview

In terms of recognition, 65% of all respondents were aware of the Development Bank of Wales. 
60% of those who had not used its services were aware of it.

This compares very favourably with the 2018 FSB survey where 41% of respondents were aware 
of Development Bank of Wales (although this was not very much time after its establishment). 

Only 10% of respondents had sought finance with DBW. As such further figures as to its use are 
too small to be used meaningfully and should be viewed indicatively only.

In terms of satisfaction, 52% were satisfied with the service and 36% dissatisfied. The main 
reasons given for accessing support were ‘to grow my business’ (32%) and ‘to recover from the 
impact of Covid-19’ (32%) 

For both Business Wales and Development Bank for Wales the numbers who stated they 
accessed support before and after the start of the pandemic were almost identical, indicating that 
they understood they were accessing money from other sources (e.g., Welsh Government).  
As such, the rationale for using these institutions have remained more-or-less similar, with 
“growing my business” a key concern.

The data indicates that both Business Wales and the Development Bank for Wales are well 
established and ‘part of the furniture’ for SMEs in Wales and are generally viewed favourably by 
those who have used them. Given the difficulty in Wales to provide publicity for Welsh institutions, 
this is an important part of the business support capacity for networks and engagement, as well 
as for nudges and incentives toward economic policy goals.

Cardiff Business School analysis suggests that more than 25,000 jobs have been created thanks 
to support from Business Wales since 2015, with it also helping businesses generate a total of 
£469m in investment over the same period. This has resulted in a combined turnover level of 
more than £13bn.7 This suggests that Business Wales has been an effective service.

This does not mean that these services are perfect, and there were many in our survey with 
reservations about the delivery of business support (as will be seen). It is important that their role 
and remit are reviewed to be suitable within any new system, but that expertise is retained in 
any new system. Moreover, it is vital that governmental support services do not displace services 
provided through the private sector, and intervention should be based on market analysis and 
working with the private sector as appropriate, including addressing where there is market 
failure.

•  Whatever the future shape of funding, it is vital that the core business support 
infrastructure, including Business Wales and Development Bank of Wales, is protected 
and developed and placed on a statutory footing with core multi-year funding set out, and 
viewed as a key competitive advantage to Wales’s economic and business development.

•  When determining value-for-money, business support should move beyond simple 
job creation targets towards a broader economic conversation. This could include 
modernisation, decarbonisation targets, productivity gains, capacity and capabilities. 
FSB have called for Business Wales to include an advice line on sustainability and 
decarbonisation, and the survey suggests there is demand for such a service.

•  Governmental support services should not displace services provided through the private 
sector, and intervention should be based on market analysis and working with the private 
sector as appropriate, including addressing where there is market failure.

7   Welsh Government, ‘Business Wales boost to Welsh Economy worth 790m a Year’ https://media.service.gov.wales/news/
business-wales-boost-to-welsh-economy-worth-gbp-790m-a-year-by-mid-2021 
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CASE STUDY – HAVERFORDWEST IN THE MULTI-VERSE 

We have noted the fact that business support interventions are better thought of as 
multi-scale interventions than ‘local’ per se, with different tiers of government bringing 
capacity and resource to bear on an area to promote economic development. As such 
it is important that these different perspectives work to complement and not compete, 
avoid duplication or parallel structures, and work together toward promoting long term 
development. 

Haverfordwest is a historic market town with a population of 14,596 sited on the river 
Cleddau in Pembrokeshire. It is Pembrokeshire’s administrative centre as well as principal 
commercial and retail centre. It is categorised by ‘Understanding Welsh Places’ as skewed 
toward younger population, more Welsh speaking and more people born in Wales, higher 
home ownership and employment and car ownership relative to the Wales average.

Pembrokeshire was in the first tier of areas eligible for the new Community Renewal Fund 
and Levelling Up Fund created by UK Government to replace EU funding.

£17.7 million was confirmed for Haverfordwest Town Centre Improvement Plan, the biggest 
of ten schemes receiving Levelling Up Funding in Wales. The scheme sits within the 
Council’s wider regeneration strategy for Pembrokeshire. The main aim of the investment 
is to improve and enhance the castle and link it properly to the town.

While the funds to Haverfordwest are financed directly by the Westminster Government, 
this project cuts across different policy areas and across responsibilities, and it will be 
important that they complement each other, including Welsh Government’s interventions 
on town centres. 8 For example, the castle’s heritage role comes under CADW and its role 
as Welsh Government’s historic environment body – it is important that heritage is seen 
in its context as a business asset and anchor for the community and this development 
allows moving towards tying this up with town centre development in a way that promotes 
economic development.

Similarly, town centre development fits under Welsh Government responsibility and so 
this work will need to align with Welsh Government and UK Government priorities and 
responsibilities and guard against parallel or competing processes.

8    Welsh Government ‘Radical Intervention needed to Save Wales’ Town Centres’, available at  https://gov.wales/radical-
intervention-needed-save-wales-town-centres 
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Equality Impact Assessments, Business Wales and the Development Bank of Wales

Given the size of our survey response, we should look at the at the sub-sample data with caution 
and take it as indicative only. Nevertheless, the breakdown on data by gender is of interest and 
corresponds with evidence elsewhere which also suggests the quality of the sample is decent.

A slightly higher percentage of women (79%) have accessed Business Wales than men (75%).  
This fits with finding elsewhere:

“The Welsh Government’s Business Wales service attracts a high proportion of 
women, with 46% of enquiries for business start-up support being from women, 

although the conversion of enquiries to actual new business starts is slightly 
lower for women at 28% compared with 33% for men.” 9 

There is a significantly lower percentage of women (51%) who are aware of Development Bank of 
Wales as compared to men (70%). 

This may in part be explained by the skew of self employed in the female sample, as this subset 
is also more likely to access Business Wales and less likely to access the Development Bank of 
Wales, reflecting the institutions’ priorities. Nevertheless, this finding also fits with wider evidence 
that women have less knowledge of and access to finance than male business owners. It is also 
reflected by the fact that in our survey a lower proportion of women (26%) say they are likely to 
access finance than men (37%).

While this particular survey did not explore wider equality issues in accessing finance, wider 
data and research suggests there are significant barriers in place of people with protected 
characteristics in this area. 

•  All Government supported enterprise development programmes should also be equality 
impact assessed, to review the impact on protected characteristics at the budgeting, 
design, implementation, monitoring and evaluation stages. This should include analysis on 
the shape and implementation of any new SPF funding mechanisms.

•  Welsh Government and Financial institutions should assess the progress made on the 10 
recommendations in the ‘Supporting Entrepreneurial Women in Wales’ report10, but with 
particular reference to the recommendation to ‘Improve information on the availability of 
finance for women entrepreneurs and ensure there are no unnecessary restrictions to the 
awarding of finance.’

9   Supporting Entrepreneurial Women in Wales: An Approach for Wales (Welsh Government: 2019), p 8; available at: https://
gov.wales/sites/default/files/publications/2019-01/supporting-entrepreneurial-women-in-wales-an-approach-for-wales.pdf 

10   ibid
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SMEs and the future of business support
In answer to the question ‘How likely are you to seek business support in the next 2 years?’  
40% said they were likely, with 37% unlikely. 

Of those who were likely to access business support in next two years, the top 3 areas 
 ‘of business support that would benefit your business most’ were ranked as follows:

In answer to the question ‘How likely are you to seek access to finance in the next 2 years?’ 
33% said they are likely to do so, against 40% saying they were unlikely to do so. 

When all respondents were asked as small business owners, to rank the top 3 which were the 
key areas of business support for FSB to campaign on, they ranked the top 3 as the following:

These were closely followed by ‘training and development for employees’ (27%) and becoming 
‘more productive’ (24%) and ‘more digital’ (24%).

Wales has an economy with a missing middle, dominated by micro-firms and multi-national firms, 
but with a less prominent medium-sized firms sector which could remain locally grounded with a 
global reach. A focus to build firms’ capacity and capabilities – and size – can address many of 
the challenges we face and provide for a stable and sustainable foundation to the economy for 
the future. Even after possibly the most difficult period in living memory, small businesses show 
the drive and ambition that needs to be tapped into in order to bring economic prosperity and 
a sustainable recovery in Wales. Our respondents’ ambitions and aspiration would match this 
economic strategy and shows that there is a drive to be tapped to achieve it.

To grow my business

To recover from the impact of the  
COVID-19 pandemic

To become more environmentally  
sustainable

54%

39%

29%

0  10  20  30 40  50  60

TABLE 7: Top 3 business support areas for FSB to 
campaign on

%

TABLE 6: Top 3 areas of business support that would 
benefit business most (%)
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•  Welsh Government should assert a pro-business view and take a ‘think small first’ growth 
policy in terms of looking to how we can encourage businesses to grow and look at 
every step to utilise wider policy, business support and resources to build capacity and 
capabilities to achieve this in the long-term. 

•  Welsh Government should develop an Economic Development Bill should place the small 
business economy at the centre and as the foundation to success across its economic, 
environmental and social aims. This bill would also provide the framework and principles 
through which to address regulation, tax, skills and wider policies through a lens that 
encourages the growth to address the missing middle in the Welsh economy. This should 
provide the framework for aims and measures across government geared toward building 
small business capacity and capabilities. 

•  Welsh Government should commit to a substantial external consultation with partners as to 
the future design of business support in Wales engaging the voice of recipients of business 
support and those businesses which have not previously sought support to understand 
need and barriers.

In terms of the expectations of SMEs of their business over the next year, which also serves to 
show confidence, we saw the following growth aspirations:

These growth aspirations are generally reflected across all regions. South East Wales (covering 
the Capital Region area) are a little higher at 68% than North Wales (52%), South West Wales 
(58%) and Mid Wales (60%). Rural local authorities are slightly lower in growth aspirations at 55%. 

The aspirations also hold across most sectors, but there is an outlier with far lower growth 
aspiration in the ‘accommodation and food services’ sectors, with only 28% looking to grow and 
28% looking to be staying the same size. While the numbers are small when we delve into this 
sub-sample, these would make sense in the context of a sector that has faced unprecedented 
difficulties. It should be noted that these results also come prior to the Omicron variant becoming 
dominant and its impact on December trading and adds indicative evidence that this sector 
is particularly vulnerable and will require sectoral support (the scale of which depends on the 
impact of the new wave).

TABLE 8: Business Aspirations for the next 12 months 
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PUBLIC  FUNDING 
Both Business Wales and the Development Bank of Wales are well known and generally 

viewed favourably by small businesses who use them 
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LENGTH OF SEASON
In response to our survey of members, we have established the following patterns:

Of those that do state a “season”, the majority report a season that begins in March or April and 
ends in October or November. That is, the vast majority of their business occurs within a six month 
window during the summer. 

Interestingly, the proportion of respondents’ workforce employed seasonally is smaller than one 
might suppose from the seasonality of work.
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Other comments

On our question on ‘any other comments’ on business support, we had some supportive 
comments and some suggestions and criticisms. 

“Without the government assistance my business would not have survived.  
I am currently looking at expanding with online retail”

“I think the support for start-ups is great.”

“On the whole I think business support in Wales is good, however I think that 
recently support services have been overwhelmed and more funding is required 

to ensure a complete service, it seems follow ups and additional support are 
suffering. There also needs to be much more support and funding available to 
small sustainable companies selling or manufacturing green and eco-friendly 

products if we intend to make a difference its these companies that need to be 
rewarded which in turn while encourage others to follow suit.”

“The revenue and capital grants offered by governments during lockdowns 
were very welcome. A continuation of serious offers of capital grants, rates and 

wages subsidies will not only help businesses to recover, but potentially catalyse 
improvement and growth. Stagnation must be avoided, and we must now aim 

for better than pre-pandemic. Large, meaningful grants for businesses that could 
make environmental improvements would be very welcome,  

e.g., solar, air source heat pumps etc.”

“I have been happy with what I have gained through Business support in Wales 
over the years”

“I have found there has been great business support in Wales.” 

While we would note that the name recognition of business support institutions is a comparative 
advantage, we would note that this does not mean that these are perfect. As well as supportive 
statements and the fact that Business Wales satisfaction was positive among those who had used 
the service, there were also worries that it was not accessible enough to all SMEs among those 
who had not, with the following being broadly representative:

“It’s (Business support) fragmented between loca
l authorities, Business Wales, DBW and Welsh/UK Governments”

“I would like to see a more proactive approach to business networking or being 
able to market services to SMEs based on selected criteria like business size, 

industry sector etc.”
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“Advice and any forthcoming support should be less general and more specific 
to a particular company`s needs.”

“We started the business during (the pandemic) and as we didn’t fit the Welsh 
Government criteria for grants/funding we were ineligible to apply…Inconsistency 

in support is definitely something that should be considered going forward.”

“There is much talk of the foundational economy and supporting small business 
in Wales to grow. to innovate and to improve. The talk does not seem to translate 

into effective or useful action from the perspective of a small business.  
Support is poorly targeted, there is little evidence of value of money in the way 

funds are allocated. The metrics used to measure the success of individual 
projects are often deeply flawed.”

“Support is patchy depending on sector and location.”

“It’s very difficult to access - we feel we only find out about what’s available by 
chance not by design”

“Business support should come from those who have in the past, or currently 
own and run a business successfully. They need to be able to understand the 
nature of the business they are advising/mentoring and come up with practical 

ideas not simply a review of the current situation.”

“In my opinion there is too much talk and not enough action from WG and 
Westminster level on the Green Economy and increasing investment in 

sustainability…this is not filtering down so SMEs are still not able to afford to 
become more sustainable as the costs are prohibitive. We need real change and 

real funding and support brought in for SMEs who want to expand sustainable 
and environmentally, so it costs them less to adapt to take a more  

environmental approach.
Required help in recruiting an employee – was unsuccessful. Trying currently to 

take on an ‘apprentice’ and it is proving extremely difficult and frustrating.”

“Assistance with R&D appears difficult to access.”
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In a changing context these comments show that legacy institutions from the previous structure 
should not simply be shifted unreformed to the new system and structure. At the very least, the 
responses above suggest a need to address any perceived issues around access and eligibility 
criteria, and to ensure that the Business Wales’s selection criteria is clear and follows from a clear 
wider strategy across government when it comes to small businesses. 

However, it is also vital that Business Wales’s remit and role and how it relates to the wider 
structure is clear for the new business support infrastructure. Its aims and ways of working 
should sit under a wider strategy that identifies how to look to an economic strategy based 
on sustainable small business growth (our ‘missing middle’ strategy). It is for this reason that 
we have called for an Economic Development Bill outlining these approaches across funding, 
regulation, finance and in the Welsh Government’s pro-small business strategy, with the aim of 
mainstreaming the ‘think small first’ way of thinking across government policy and whereby these 
mechanisms are used seamlessly across the strategy.

In this view business support through funding and financing through institutions like Business 
Wales and Development Bank for Wales is one mechanism of many for supporting small 
business and this should be mainstreamed across government departments and all relevant 
areas of policy. For example, apprenticeships and skills should provide measures geared at 
small business – while a focus on apprenticeship numbers is important it can lead to an incentive 
to focus on large companies. As such, raising the percentage of businesses who have an 
apprenticeship would ensure a broader impact on the capacity and capabilities across a wider 
range of businesses. It would also ensure that the young person’s guarantee of an offer of 
employment education or training is a meaningful offer especially in areas of rural Wales where 
SMEs predominate the most. Such an approach should be taken across all policies.

•  There should be a thorough review of the remit and role of the legacy institutions and how 
they fit in a new system to drive economic growth, prosperity and business resilience and 
community value, alongside how they fit across governments and with other institutions in 
the business support ecosystem.
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CASE STUDY – EASY ACCESS BUSINESS SUPPORT – ONE-STOP-SHOP,  
AND A BUSINESS WALES BRAND

For SMEs, it is often confusing to try to access all the funding streams, finance options, 
skills. Ideally, SMEs shouldn’t need to see the joins. 

In our survey, Business Wales gained significant name recognition. As such it remains the 
best one stop shop for general Welsh business. As such a general ‘Business Wales’s brand 
across all initiatives to communicate effectively with SMEs remains an important part of  
the mix. 

As such, from UK innovation programmes to management training to access to finance 
and local government initiatives, the Business Wales brand should continue to provide 
the seamless fit across all to an outsider accessing the system. For SMEs, the process of 
accessing support should be seamless. The outside perspective should not need to see 
the joins. 

As noted in the previous chapter, it is important that its role and remit is reviewed to fit with 
the new structure and with the loss of EU funding that it is adequately resourced to deliver 
on its role and remit. Its measure of success should be developed to fit with a ‘think small 
first approach’ and to go beyond job creation toward building capacity and capabilities in 
the SME sector.
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3.  THE BUSINESS SUPPORT SYSTEM –  
WHERE ARE WE NOW?

This chapter provides an overview of current business support at the time of writing. It also 
outlines the business structure and delivery available to businesses at present.

The current business support infrastructure

Businesses can access business support in different ways. The Senedd research service 
provided a helpful ‘guide for constituents’ in May 2021 11 outlining the following:

It should be noted, that from the firm’s perspective, support that helps their business is not 
limited to the narrow definition of business support, but also encompasses wider aspects of skills 
development and training and other methods of diffusion of innovation. 

There are also additional UK funding streams developed to enhance innovation, research and 
development. The role of training and apprenticeships will also be relevant in bringing in new 
skills and increasing capacity and capabilities.

Moreover, the business support system must also take into account wider issues that affect 
business owners in their localities. The closure of high street banks and accompanying 
centralisation of business banking support has had a disproportionate effect on rural 
communities and small towns, a recent report noted how access to finance outside the South 
East of the UK was far more difficult, with more personal liability to businesses as a result. 

Level of government Support provision

Welsh Government 

Business Wales 
Development Bank of Wales
Redundancy Action Scheme (ReAct)
SMART Cymru
Wales Tourism Investment Fund

UK Government
British Business Bank 
Start Up Loans Company

Local Authorities

Each of the 22 Local Authorities in Wales has a 
business support section on its website to help identify 
and locate the different types of support available to 
businesses in that locality (see link below for details)

Not for Profit Business Support
Business in Focus 
Purple Shoots

Support for social Enterprises
Wales Co-operative Centre 
WCVA

Support for Female Entrepreneurs
Chwarae Teg 
Female Entrepreneurship Funding

11   Senedd Research Service, ‘Small Businesses - a guide for constituents’ (Welsh Parliament: May 2021), available at 
https://senedd.wales/media/c4dfgknq/english.pdf 
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It is here that high level of awareness of Business Wales’s service and name recognition (83%) 
can be a real advantage and it can serve a real role in guiding through the system, and also 
can provide branding across different parts of the system so as to provide a seamless user 
experience. This role is vital, as for smaller firms, complexity and confusing structures impinge 
on access relative to firms with greater capacity and time to access what they need. As such, 
Business Wales can serve a vital role 

•  Business Wales should continue to be the key entry point and one-stop-shop for business 
owners and firms’ needs in any new system and it is able to navigate that system for firms. 
Business Wales’s remit and role should be reviewed to best fit in that system.

Shared Prosperity Fund and Levelling Up Fund

The role of the new funding system under UK to replace EU structural funds are particularly 
important to Wales. Before Brexit, Wales received funding through EU structural funds, via the 
European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) and the European Social Fund (ESF). During the 
previous round of Structural Funds, Wales received more than double the amount per person 
than any of the nations and regions of the UK.

Unlike EU Structural funds, where Welsh Government managed the funds, the UK Government 
‘will work directly with local authorities on the details of the fund’. Devolved governments will 
‘have a role’ along with local partners, but what this will entail remains unclear and the resultant 
political debate about this has been unhelpful.

•  There are dangers and risks for SMEs by UK Government bypassing Welsh Government in 
delivery of business support, and also in UK not using institutions and structures that have 
worked, retain trust between actors, are regionally based and embedded in Wales.  
A comprehensive OECD report has noted importance of strong institutions, regional based 
capacity, to ensure effective joined up business support funding that works in the long-term 
and outside the electoral cycle. We concur with this assessment and urge that the system is 
shaped to accommodate expertise, local knowledge and institutional advantages that are in 
place in Wales.

The fund will rise to £1.5 billion a year on average, matching the amount the UK currently receives 
from Structural Funds. The Conservative Manifesto for the 2019 UK General Election stated that 
the Shared Prosperity Fund will match or exceed the amount of Structural Funds received in each 
of the four UK nations.

The aims of the fund against EU funds are stated as:
•  quicker delivery of funding. 
•  better targeting of places and people in need. 
•  better alignment with domestic priorities rather than EU-wide priority areas for funding. 
•  less of an administrative burden through reduced forms and targets.

The Community Renewal Fund is providing £220 million across the UK in 2021 – 22 to pilot 
approaches and programmes ahead of the launch of the Shared Prosperity Fund. Lead 
authorities submitted project shortlists by 18 June. Projects in Wales gained £464,000 in funds, 
for projects in Llandwrog, Pen-y-Waun and Tredegar.

The UK Government has identified 100 priority places across Great Britain, of which 14 are 
in Wales. The selection has proved controversial with areas under the EU funding regime 
designated as in need now designated as more prosperous (such as Caerphilly, Bridgend and 
Gwynedd). The selection process aimed to prioritise bids that target these places alongside bids 
that demonstrate a “good contribution to strategic fit and delivery/effectiveness”.
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In evidence to the Welsh Affairs Select Committee, local authority leaders noted the following:
•  they welcomed the key role for local authorities, with most local authorities likely to 

welcome direct funding.
•  noted concerns around centralisation of decision-making in London, calling for a “three-way 

conversation” that includes partnership working with the Welsh Government.
•  raised concerns around the competitive bidding process
•  noted that tight timescales impacted on whether local authorities could progress priority 

projects that may need more time to develop, but which were more needed, noting the 
disadvantage smaller authorities may have in assessment and in competitive bidding 
generally.

•  Noted that the system did not incentivise collaborative bidding 

On 27 October, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, Rishi Sunak, announced the Autumn Budget 
and Spending Review 2021. 

This announced the 105 successful projects in the first round of the Levelling Up Fund. Ten of 
these projects are in Wales for which £121m has been allocated. This represents 7.2% of the 
total fund allocated to date (£1.7bn). The projects are:

•  Carmarthenshire’s Tywi Valley Path – £16.7m
•  Carmarthen and Pembroke Hwb – £19.9m
•  Ceredigion council’s bid for Aberystwyth – £10.8m
•  Muni Arts Centre in Rhondda Cynon Taf – £5.3m
•  Porth Transport Hub in Rhondda Cynon Taf – £3.5m
•  Heart of Pembrokeshire Rediscovering – £17.7m
•  The A4119 Coed-ely dualling schemes in Pontypridd – £11.4m
•  The plan to redevelop Theatr Brycheiniog in Brecon – £6.9m
•  The bid to “revitalise the Pontcysyllte Aqueduct and Canal World Heritage Site” – £13.3m
•  Montgomery Canal Restoration – £15.4m 

The UK Government have also announced £46m for 160 projects in Wales from the Community 
Renewal Fund.12

The announcement also included details of the first SPF project, with £560m allocated to a 
programme aiming to improve adult numeracy. Normally, with skills a devolved area, this funding 
would lead to consequential funding for Wales as it would be funded through a specific Whitehall 
department. However, as funding is being allocated through the SPF, no additional consequential 
will be forthcoming. It is to be seen how this will link with skills development and strategies of 
Welsh Government and how the fund will work in practice to ensure Wales gets its fair share, and 
that policy is joined-up. This raises questions on how devolved areas of policy will fit within the 
SPF and poses difficulties for joined up and so effective policy.

The Review also allocates a £130m fund for Wales through the British Business Bank, which 
provides debt and equity finance to small and mid-size enterprises (SMEs), saying it would work 
“closely with the devolved administrations”. FSB sees a crucial opportunity for developing the 
already-positive working relationship between British Business Bank and Development Bank of 
Wales under the umbrella of this fund.

The UK Government will also provide “accelerated funding” for the Cardiff City Region Deal, 
“bringing forward £105 million for the remaining nine years of the Deal from 2022 – 23 onwards”.
On February 2nd 2022, the UK Government published its ‘Levelling Up the United Kingdom’ 
White Paper. 13  The paper provided an outline of the aims and broad principles of the approach 
including aspirations and missions to build capacity at the regional and devolved levels.  
However, the detail on how this will be implemented in practice in Wales and the other devolved 
nations and how the work will be undertaken with local partners remains at the high level, and so 
more clarity is needed on the implementation, delivery and on cross-governmental working.

12    UK Government, ‘46 million from new fund to support skills and business in Wales’ available at:  
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/46-million-from-new-fund-to-support-skills-and-business-in-wales 

13    UK Government, ‘Levelling Up the United Kingdom’ (February 2022), available at https://www.gov.uk/government/
publications/levelling-up-the-united-kingdom
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•  As a matter of urgency, the UK Government should set out its detailed plan for the 
principles, shape, quantum funding and design of the Fund and how this will apply and 
be implemented with partners in Wales, so that there is a clarity and certainty for all 
stakeholders to plan for the years ahead with this vital resource in mind. As things currently 
stand, it remains uncertain, which is untenable and against principles of sound fiscal 
responsibility and long-term planning and economic development.

4.  THE BUSINESS SUPPORT SYSTEM – 
WHERE TO NOW?

“After Brexit, it is legitimate for the UK government to take a different approach 
to structural funding and to seek to strengthen the union through UK-wide 
investment initiatives. However, this should be done in a way that respects 

the devolution settlements and takes into account the devolved governments’ 
existing role in administering structural funds.  

Failure to do so risks further damaging trust between the UK and devolved 
governments at a time when inter-governmental relations are already strained. 
This could undermine the UK government’s key objective of binding the four 

nations of the UK closer together.” 14 

Having outlined the challenges of complexity, uncertainty and inertia caused in the current 
environment, we now look to a constructive vision of what a good business support system 
would look like for Wales. This will include returning to core principles that then suggests 
institutional form and how to accommodate different actors’ needs and interests in the system, 
while providing a seamless service for small business owners on the ground. 

The focus is on gaining the best outcome for developing small business in Wales, and the key 
requirements of the system to give the best possible chance of success. Small business owners 
will have different views on the constitutional powers and shape of the UK, but insofar as it 
affects their business it matters less who is on the top of the hierarchy than those different parts 
of the system work together toward SME needs. 

What is Business Support and what is it for?

The policy drivers identified cumulatively provide a huge disruption and change to the shape 
of business support – what the OECD notes as akin to tabula rasa for its design15 – so it seems 
appropriate to come back to first principles. 

It is widely acknowledged that governmental support can be vital in providing the steer to the 
economy to ensure success. Success can be reflected in the creation of innovation – Apple and 
Silicon Valley was dependent on R&D provided by defence and NASA and in the contracting 
elements of the SBIR programme inaugurated in 1982 under Ronald Reagan; in transition and 
providing competitive edge in areas of comparative advantage (such as the developments of 
windfarm technology in Denmark)16. It can provide a spur to success and growth. 

14  A Nice, A Paun & D Hall, ‘The Shared Prosperity Fund: Strengthening the union or undermining devolution?’, available at: 
https://www.instituteforgovernment.org.uk/publications/shared-prosperity-fund

15  OECD, The Future of Regional Development and Public Investment in Wales (OECD/Welsh Government: Sep 2020), 
available at https://www.oecd.org/unitedkingdom/the-future-of-regional-development-and-public-investment-in-wales-
united-kingdom-e6f5201d-en.htm 

16 Mariana Mazzucato, ‘The Mission Economy’ (Harper: 2021); ‘The Entrepreneurial State’ (Harper:2018)
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Success from policy levers provided by business support can also be more prosaic and every 
day. We value the communities we live in and look to support them. For example, we look to 
support town centres in the current transition from retail boom to a new balance of functions – 
business support is a part of this, as are incentives such as enterprise zones and tax incentives to 
encouraging businesses to particular places. In Wales, the focus on the foundational economy – 
the role of everyday services to increase standards of living and business activity, including SMEs 
embedded in their local communities – is important. Policy in the direction of succession planning 
for long-term stable firms and to incentivise local ownership are also important.

Levers of business support also help provide a steer to the economy in particular directions and 
can act as part of a strategy for shaping and making new markets, which is particularly salient 
within the context of decarbonisation. There are a host of other policy areas where business 
support can provide proportionate level of support. However, it is important to balance this  
with an understanding of capacity issues for SMEs and ensure the system remains accessible 
and simple. 

•  Business Support should be based around the principles of support (whether advice and 
guidance, funding, finance) for 

 •  SME Growth and building the capacity and capabilities of SMEs
 •  Transitioning to net zero
 •  Community and social value

All of this should sit underneath a clear economic strategy with identified levers, measurable 
targets and joined-up policy geared toward economic development with these clear priorities.

Within this wider strategy, the policy areas where business support provides for better outcomes 
include, in no particular order:
•  Innovation / R&D
•  Support for transition (e.g., decarbonisation / Covid or flooding adaptation etc)
•  Procurement policy & Foundational Economy
•  Town centres
•  Fair Work
•  Start-ups / entrepreneurship
•  Sectoral support
•  Skills
•  Moving to Export 

To be successful, the above areas would need to work in tandem and not in isolation or at cross-
purposes e.g., sectoral support for construction to transition to low carbon housing would also 
require upskilling and capacity building; this may link to a town centre first policy that looks at 
incentives on location for development; procurement would need to view decarbonisation as 
important next to cost in contracts chosen, and so on.

Cross Governmental working

It is inevitable that different governments (and different tiers of government from local to 
devolved to UK) will have different views of desired policy ends and priorities. This needs to 
be understood and acknowledged by all parties, with awareness that plural perspectives are 
legitimate and to be managed accordingly. The institutional architecture then needs to take this 
into account.

•  All levels of government should publicly recognise each others’ legitimate interest in this 
agenda, and each level’s relative strengths to shape an effective business support agenda 
and delivery.

The relationship across UK and Welsh Government has been identified by many commentators 
as not conducive to building trust and achieving the best outcomes in their mutual interest.  
As the following commentators have noted of the relationship:
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  “These new roles put a spotlight on the quality of inter-governmental 
relationships, which in Wales is also evolving. They have been characterised 

by mistrust in the past – between the United Kingdom (UK) and the Welsh 
Government levels as well as between the Welsh Government and the local 
authority levels. This may be changing, but all parties will need to actively 

move toward building mutual trust and credibility. The aim is to build a win-win 
collaboration, including with citizens.” 17

 
 “If this joint working is harmonious, then there is strong potential for it 

to benefit all parties. However, there is a history of fractiousness and finger-
pointing between the two governments, particularly when it comes to economic 

development and infrastructure projects in areas where devolved responsibilities 
are not 100% clear…we need to ensure there is clarity about what is happening, 
who is responsible for the plans, and what happens if targets aren’t achieved.  
We need greater certainty that meeting the UK Government’s drive for GDP 

growth, and the Welsh Government’s ambitions for a sustainable economy can 
both be achieved at the same time.” 18

The Senedd Economy Infrastructure and Skills Committee report was referring to the issue 
around delineation of responsibility and the strategic role of City Deals, but in essence, the 
challenges are similar for the post EU funding position more generally. 

There have also been many reports of disconnect between devolved governments and particular 
departments in the UK civil service from the outset. Tentative steps have been taken to attempt 
to remedy this, such as the setting up of offices in the devolved polity. Nevertheless, the main 
points of the recent UK review of intergovernmental working have not been adopted.19 

As a result, we are in danger of repeating the mistakes of EU funding (especially its early years in 
devolution), of money being spent in isolation with little holistic view as to the outcome and how 
it aligns with wider economic development and policy strategy across different governments. 

Institutional space for differing views, delineating where business support fits across UK and 
Welsh policy programmes (and for that matter local government and regional needs), appears 
the best solution to provide an impartial space for delivery. The OECD report has provided a 
significant contribution on this, albeit not taking a view on the UK Government role. Nevertheless, 
there is no logical reason to not simply take this view for long-term independent analysis and 
delivery and bring the UK government, with as part of that.

An important initial test and possible model will be in how the Competition and Markets 
Authority (CMA) works in practice as an institution that is independent and serves the four 
nations in regulating the UK internal market following Brexit. It has committed to a ‘four nations’ 
approach and it will be an important illustration of how institutional apparatus will sit outside the 
governments and be seen as independent, impartial and autonomous, and so providing a clearly 
trusted actor looking over the ‘rules of the game’. 

Similarly, the early indications of the British Business Bank approach to its use of new funding in 
Wales look promising in that they take the role of ‘local partners’ seriously, and already appear 
to be engaging with the Development Bank of Wales on how to work together. Given the British 
Business Bank has received £130m to improve access to finance in Wales and the Development 
Bank of Wales has been capitalised to the tune of £270m to provide finance it is important that 
they work together for best impact in the market. 

17  OECD, The Future of Regional Development and Public Investment in Wales (OECD/Welsh Government: Sep 2020)
8   Economy, Infrastructure and Skills Committee ‘City Deals and the Regional Economies of Wales’ (NAfW: Nov 2017)
19   See ‘Review of Intergovernmental Relations’ (Nov 2020) available at https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-

review-of-intergovernmental-relations
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These are indications of the best means forward (and the principles underpinning this are thus 
tacitly accepted), and this should inform the approach to a comprehensive approach clarifying 
the processes and institutional delivery for the future. It is vital that this delivery mechanism and 
understanding of the structure is clear at the outset to allow for each tier of government to plan 
accordingly and not seen as an ‘add-on’ or something we muddle through. This also involves 
learning and changing where things can be done better and ensuring that short-term priorities do 
not become the norm if they are not efficient.

Under a neutral arbiter (such as the OECD), UK and Welsh Government should hold a 
summit to understand the best governance arrangements for long-term delivery of economic 
development through business support, with a view to providing impartial mechanisms for 
delivery outside day-to-day government business and interference. UK, Welsh and Local 
Government need to agree and have buy in into a governance arrangement that 

•  Ensures each level has input and shapes policy for strategic ends
•  Respects established statutory and legislative responsibility 
•  Provides a clear mix of local knowledge and national capacity
•  Ensures decision making on projects are made at the level that best suits addressing these 

tripartite needs
•  Provides regional based capacity, following the footprint based on the Corporate Joint 

Committees (CJCs) and City Deals
•  Is presided over as a statutory independent arm’s length body with multi-scale government 

represented at the official level, accountable to the relative legislatures
•  Is backed by an independent evidence and research capability to drive, deliberate and shape 

policy to each Government levels and stakeholders’ needs and economic strategy, with equal 
buy in across each

•  Builds ‘Think small first’ into the system and builds all regulation, eligibility criteria and business 
engagement and representation into the system with this in mind

•  Promotes cross governmental working for common and clearly articulated ends.
•  Links across and provides a central point of contact to all institutions and business support 

across Wales and UK as necessary, from Business Wales and DBW to universities and skills, 
and Innovate UK and the relative Infrastructure Commissions. Mapping exercise to be made 
available and public

•  Recognises and utilises areas of capacity and capabilities in the legacy funding system, such 
as Business Wales, Development Bank of Wales, Welsh European Funding Office and utilises 
them to build learning and capacity across the system and particularly Local Authorities.

Principles of a Good Business Support System

Any business support system needs to be geared toward long-term development, have fewer 
incentives to push money out onto projects that may be ‘shiny new things’ but do not build 
a foundation for small businesses, and needs to incentivise wider timelines for success. It is 
important that it is seen to sit outside political needs and prevailing winds of day-to-day politics 
and the electoral cycles. 

While the context has changed already since its publication, the most thoroughgoing analysis 
of regional economic development in Wales remains the OECD’s report OECD multi-level 
governance review. 20  The analysis points to the importance of the following:

 •  Capacity building and rational use of capacity in a regional based institutional  
set up

 •  An Arm’s Length Regional Development Agency charged with coordinating and 
providing independent long-term view, independent of electoral cycles, providing an 
actor that can link across governments

 •  Multiyear budget cycles.

20   OECD, The Future of Regional Development and Public Investment in Wales (OECD/Welsh Government: Sep 2020)
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The OECD report notes that governance and delivery mechanisms have a key role in best use 
of resources. Moreover, it is well recognised that governance and trust across different scales is 
important to successful and prudent use of public money.

Quantum of funding is important of course, and FSB Wales has consistently called for the same 
amount for Wales as was the case under the EU. It is important that UK Government keep to their 
manifesto promise that Wales retains the same level of funds.

But whether it is more funding, the same amount, or less funding – and this is even more 
important if the purse is smaller – making the best use of public money and making sure that the 
system allows for long-term thinking is vitally important to small businesses. In getting money out, 
it is important that it goes to the areas and sectors identified as needing it most, or are shaped to 
provide for wider policy outcomes, and is shaped to build capacity and capabilities for SMEs and 
to business growth. To do this, a long-term economic development lens is required, without the 
distorting effects of political winds, and this this points to institutional apparatus, properly held 
accountable that can provide this role.

For this to be effective the different tiers of government need to understand their relative 
strengths and weaknesses and how working collegiately allows complementary strengths and 
(hopefully) mitigate the weaknesses. Local governance is better able to provide local knowledge 
and intelligence, link to communities and local businesses and potential for engagement, can 
provide useful for pilots and learning and are able to identify how things impact directly in local 
communities and shape policy accordingly or look to provide additional benefits and off shoots. 
However, local governance is necessarily weaker in terms of capacity, expertise and financial 
muscle, particularly after a long period of austerity. They can provide in pilots piecemeal impacts 
in localised areas, but this may not lead to joined-up impacts built to scale, or at least not without 
support.

Conversely, central governments have advantages of scale in terms of economic firepower and 
can provide strategic overview to national developments and fund large projects that can have 
significant impact. However, they also lack the capacity for local knowledge and can be remote 
from real local impacts, looking at aggregate level data not necessarily local impacts and links. 

The use of regional bodies (which in in this context also includes devolved government) can 
provide a vital interface and a useful convening and coordinating role and in bringing regional 
capacity to bear. If done badly however, there is a risk of building parallel processes which lead 
to duplication of resources and working at cross-purposes, and in adding layers of bureaucracy.  
The role of such local and regional bodies is important. Central bodies cannot retain the 
knowledge and capacity of local areas in the same and will not identify local needs. The 
important role of the local is to shape market analysis and tie wider strategies to local needs and 
vice versa.

As such, a good system would provide stable, institutional clarity on how to achieve this, that sits 
outside day-to-day partisan politics and electoral cycles and is viewed with trust as independent 
and at arm’s length from all governments.

•  Business support delivery Institutions should be ‘arm’s length’ from day-to-day political needs 
of government and have the independence to deliver effectively.

•  Any new system should make good use of expertise and local knowledge embedded in 
institutions, and adapt their roles and remits to the new system accordingly, allowing the 
autonomy to help shape delivery toward local market needs.

The establishment of Corporate Joint Committees and the new regional frameworks based 
on the CJC and (broadly) City Regions21 represents an opportunity to address some of these 
issues, but it is important that the regional element in the direction of travel in delivery in Wales is 
accommodated in the new UK funding delivery structure to ensure the best use of resources, and 
that the new system incentivises joint regional working and building resource capacity.

21   V Gething, Ministerial Written Statement, ‘Regional Economic Frameworks’ (Dec 2021) https://gov.wales/written-
statement-regional-economic-frameworks-publication 
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Another area of expertise that can provide advice and mentorship to local bodies is the business 
support ‘legacy bodies’ which have built up considerable learning and expertise over the past 
decades. Development Bank of Wales can provide stronger finance options and support, and 
WEFO is a body that has strong regional network links and can provide strong support in shaping 
new projects.22 

The above broadly mirrors the approach suggested by the OECD. Understandably, the OECD 
could not speculate around uncertainties around the uncertain UK level funding structure, 
beyond warning against bypassing regional mechanisms and expertise in place already. 
Nevertheless, the board principles still pertain – a clear structure, with delineated roles and 
remits, understanding of each actor’s needs and clear institutional apparatus and processes to 
ensure complementarity across tiers of government and strategies.

Whole Government ‘Think Small First’ Approach / Cross departmental working

The levers where a steer can be provided run across many policy areas and so also departments 
– and there is danger that these can be siloed within institutions and pursue different competing 
agendas. As such it is important that across government, there is a mainstreamed ‘think small 
first’ model that looks to suitable business support mechanisms that can contribute to the policy 
in question, from skills and education, research, to decarbonisation and health procurement. 

An example may be the Welsh government’s manifesto commitment to Young Person’s 
Guarantee of an offer of employment, education, or training. At first glance it may seem that the 
SME interest is tangential here. However, when thinking of apprenticeships, it is important to note 
that in many parts of Wales – especially rural and predominantly Welsh speaking areas – that 
the majority of businesses in the area are SMEs. They are therefore key to providing training and 
education opportunities for young people in those areas and for those areas to provide a real 
‘meaningful offer’ to young people. 

The headline policy should be used to look at how apprenticeships are delivered and to look at 
targets. For example, a focus on number of apprenticeships is laudable but will tend to incentivise 
providers and the system toward big businesses who can provide multiple placements at one 
time, whereas an additional target of increasing the number of businesses in general who take 
on an apprenticeship would balance this and shift the aim toward a spread of different types 
of businesses and gear the system more toward SMEs. In this way we can look at a responsive 
system that also provides better equity across all parts of Wales in providing a meaningful offer, 
and this also benefits SMEs in building their skills and capacities.

To promote a whole government small business approach FSB Wales have called for an 
Economic Development Bill to address this need to secure a small business perspective and 
economic lens from planning to regulation, tax and reliefs through to education, skills and 
lifelong learning and everything in between. In the current position of significant uncertainties, 
an Economic Development Bill can also anchor an approach to the economy and allow Welsh 
Government to set out its approach in detail and in an accessible way that shows its approach to 
small business as an important partner to economic development in Wales.

•  Welsh Government should adopt a ‘Think small business first’ approach across all relevant 
policy considerations across all departments.

•  This should be supported by an Economic Development Bill that provides for the principles 
and the outcomes sought in strategy, under which guidelines can sit for policy that can sit 
across departments. 

22    OECD, The Future of Regional Development and Public Investment in Wales (OECD/Welsh Government: Sep 2020)
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CASE STUDY – CRISIS FUNDING BUSINESS SUPPORT

We have noted in our survey how we can, to an extent, extricate respondents’ needs 
due to Covid-19 from other aspects of business support. This is not to say they are 
wholly separate – Covid will require a will and drive toward recovery, and the state’s 
wider intervention will likely change the long-term relation and engagement between 
governments and small business. Moreover, it clearly means that SMEs are more linked 
in to some form of business support mechanism (albeit largely through the business rates 
system) and are aware of it.

This is also not to separate crisis funding out as something we can now compartmentalise 
and then ignore. The first two years of the pandemic have shown that confidently 
predicting its future is something of a wild goose chase. 

Indeed, at the time of writing the Omicron variant has laid waste to many businesses’ 
hopes over the Christmas 2021 period, and has left many sectors in a perilously vulnerable 
position facing 2022, alongside wider issues of skills shortages, rising energy process, 
global supply chain disruptions and new import regulations following Brexit, coupled with 
other upcoming costs in April 2022 such as the rise in National Insurance contributions 
and lowered relief for business rates in Wales as things stand.

Crisis funding needs therefore to provide the support necessary to ensure that businesses 
are in a resilient position to return to trading at the end of the crisis. The Omicron crisis 
indicates how this may be different in sector and impact from previous waves of even 
the same ongoing crisis. As such it is important to understand what level of contingency 
funding should be in place and how it needs to consider quick economic impact 
assessments to ensure support where it needs to go. These will be different in different 
circumstances, but it is important that there is a template to understand the impact of 
specific shocks (be they health or pandemic, floods, or wider environmental shocks) and 
is able to identify where support should go and how it can best get to the people and 
businesses who need them by location, sector by types of impact, and so on.

As such, it provides another backdrop of uncertainty, and our aim here is to separate out 
the foundational aspects for long term business support from the crisis to address the 
needs for the future funding in Wales.
Nevertheless, there is significant learning to be had from our experience of the pandemic.

RESPONDING TO CRISIS 
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CONCLUSION

SMEs will do better by a system that is stable and looks to the long-term. SMEs have less 
capacity, need stronger lead in times, and as they are disparate across Wales long-term vision, 
and the structural institutions, multi-year budget cycles should all fit toward the ‘think small first’ 
mindset. 

SMEs form the overwhelming bulk of businesses in Wales – for Wales to solve longstanding 
economic issues an approach that works for SMEs is essential. They are grounded and 
embedded in our communities and provide vital services and amenities as well as jobs and 
prosperity (as the pandemic has illustrated). They form the foundation for local economic 
development and create value within our communities. An SME growth strategy – based around 
our ‘missing middle’ work – looks at the sustainable growth that creates grounded medium-sized 
enterprises in our community, providing a more resilient foundation for future shocks and where 
value and capital – as well as upskilling and capacity building – is retained in our communities, 
and geared toward providing competitive firms that can thrive across the UK and internationally 
while retaining their local identity and benefits.

Outcomes matter more for business success than structures, or constitutional debates, but 
it is vital that structures are stable, clear and geared toward SME success and long-term 
development, in order to provide for the best outcomes for SMEs and to provide an institutional 
norm across governments and institutions to ‘think small first’. 

A system that works should also be in the interest of advocates of constitutional and new 
arrangements following Brexit – for Brexit to be viewed as a long-term success it is vital that 
funding systems are geared to allow communities and businesses to shape those systems to 
their needs, while taking advantage and making best use of the significant resources that UK 
Government can bring to bear on the issues facing our different nations and communities in the 
UK. Proving that governments can work together effectively and to complement each other will 
be important to the future success of businesses across the UK. 

The ground remains uncertain, but the aim should be to shape it to fit our small business’ needs. 
It is with this wish to take the initiative that FSB Wales have released this report, with the aim of 
outlining and providing our view of what a good system should do, what the principles should be 
and how we can envision all the different tiers of government maximising their relative strengths 
while offsetting their relative weaknesses together to deal with the significant challenges 
businesses face in future, which they have identified as looking to grow, but also in terms of 
transition to net-zero and Covid recovery. The system needs to be able to provide support for 
public good, economic and jobs growth, and toward recovery after crisis, and it can be shaped to 
meet these needs, if all buy in to it.

Small businesses have had a difficult few years – it is vitally important that all actors work 
together to provide for the future support as well as crisis support they need, and to build the 
recovery on firm foundations of small business needs.
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APPENDIX 

Overview of sample

The online survey was conducted by the research company Verve on FSB’s behalf, and FSB 
members were invited to answer a questionnaire on business support. The survey was filled by 
189 respondents over a period from 8 November to 24 November 2021.

In terms of business size by number of employees, the breakdown of the sample was as follows:

This broadly matches the levels we would expect from each category of small business.21 As such 
the sample is broadly representative of the wider business community in terms of size.

In terms of location the breakdown was as follows, with areas following the Corporate Joint 
Committee (CJC) areas as defined by Welsh Government (respondents identified their local 
authority residence):

Given the relative size of South East Wales (with 10 of 22 local authorities and in terms of 
population) and Mid Wales (2 local authorities small in terms of population), this is again largely as 
would be expected.

There was a larger part of the sample identifying as male (63%) with 34% identifying as female. 
2% preferred not to say. This is in fact a slight overrepresentation of women-owned businesses – 
according to a Welsh Government produced report on Women in entrepreneurship, in Wales the 
proportion of women owned businesses stands at 28%, close to the UK level of 31%, and this has 
remained constant for some years.24 

There was a skew of women in the sample toward those who are self-employed than in the wider 
sample. According to the UK Labour Force Survey, 33% of self-employed people are female 
(equating to around 1.63 million) and 67% are male (3.32 million). So again, our sample broadly 
track these trends.

23 Our usual weighting if applied (we did not do so with this sample) would be

None 27%

0 – 9 56%

10 – 49 15%

50 – 249 2%

23   Supporting Entrepreneurial Women in Wales: An Approach for Wales (Welsh Government: 2019), p8; available at:  
https://gov.wales/sites/default/files/publications/2019-01/supporting-entrepreneurial-women-in-wales-an-approach-for-
wales.pdf 

North Wales 26%

Mid Wales 13%

South West Wales 23%

South East Wales 38%

23% O employees

61% 1 to 9

10% 10 to 19

4%s 20 to 49

2% 50+
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